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Strategic Vision

"Building blocks"
• adequate financing with pooling of risk;
• a well-trained and adequately remunerated 

workforce;
• information on which to base policy and 

management decisions;
• logistics that get services and technologies to where 

they are needed;
• well-maintained facilities organized as part of a 

service delivery and referral network; and
• leadership that sets and enforces the rules of the 

game, provides clear direction and harnesses the 
energies of all stakeholders - including communities 
and other sectors.

https://www.who.int/nationalpolicies/vision/en/ cited April 29, 2019

https://www.who.int/nationalpolicies/vision/en/


Worlds in Collision

• Unhappy, frustrated people (doctors, staff, 
public) aka populism

• Bio-technology, ICT, AI, blockchain, IoT, cyber 
risk, data ownership (the new feudalism)

• Costs containment

• Human resource shortages

• Self-care



In The Parlance of Our Time





Healthcare Governance in Canada



Global Trends

• 1. Board quality and 
composition are at the 
heart of corporate 
governance.

• 2. Deeper focus on 
oversight of corporate 
culture.



Modern
Governance

• C-SOX increased the oversight role 
of boards of directors and the 
independence of the outside 
auditors who review the accuracy 
of corporate financial statements

• Value of data



“The most powerful 
people at the board 
table are those that can 
imagine and seize the 
future.”  

Board member



Governance in Age of Exponential Change 

• Governance is a political process that involves balancing competing influences 
and demands.



Eye of the Storm





• With the accelerated development of industrial 
IoT (IIoT) technologies, a wide range of smart and 
autonomous devices are being deployed in a 
variety of digital automation applications 
including healthcare. 

• Gartner estimated more than 20 billion IoT 
devices to be deployed by 2020 .

https://www.comsoc.org/publications/ctn/iot-robotics-and-blockchain-towards-
rise-human-independent-ecosystem cited Feb 2019

https://www.comsoc.org/publications/ctn/iot-robotics-and-blockchain-towards-rise-human-independent-ecosystem




Lists of records linked using cryptography
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TECHNOLOGIES
OF THE SECOND ERA OF THE DIGITAL AGE
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Images by Gerd Altmann (2), Mystic Art Design, Seagul, 

Intographics, Rawpixel, and Pixel2013. All images CC0 via Pixabay.

BLOCKCHAIN



Variety of applications in a variety of industries
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BLOCKCHAIN
VERTICAL TRANSFORMATIONS
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Icons by Dave Gandy, Freepik (6), Smashicons, Google, and Those Icons. 

Used under Flaticon Basic License (CC-BY) via Flaticon



Executive competencies are changing too
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BLOCKCHAIN
HORIZONTAL TRANSFORMATIONS

1. CEO: Leading the Transformation

2. COO: The Future of Supply Chain Management

3. CLO: Smart Contracts and the Legal System

4. CFO: Triple Entry Accounting and Corporate Finance

5. CMO: The Next Era of Sales and Marketing

6. CIO: Enterprise Technology Architecture

7. CHRO: Managing Talent in a Distributed Economy



Virtually Everywhere



Digital mental health



The Netflix of 
Healthcare?



Virtual Care Standards



Unintended 
Consequences

• Poverty

• Disparity

• Literacy

• Equity

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/31/opinion/ai-
bias-healthcare.html



Healthy People, Healthy Communities



Shifting Sand



• Global workforce shortage. And aging workforce.

• “We do a very poor job of health workforce planning in Canada, in 
large part because of inadequate health workforce data.”

• “Not knowing exactly who comprises the health workforce and 
how they work also has important equity implications, especially 
as the health sector consists predominantly of women.” 

• Health workforce data and strategic planning an urgent priority. 

Source: Ivy Bourgeault PhD, Sarah Simkin MD MSc, Caroline Chamberland Rowe MSc 
CMAJ 2019 October 21;191:E11478. doi: 10.1503/cmaj.191241 

The Health Workforce



Chief Complaints



The History of the Healthcare Industry

• 19th century 
proprietary medicine 
• Flexner (1910)
• Global spending 
projected to increase 
5.4% annually (2017-
2022) from USD$ 7.7 
trillion to USD$10 
trillion (Deloitte) 



The Last Medieval Guilds

• indoctrination (caps and gowns)
• control over members (self-

regulation)
• control over workplace (autonomy)
• control over market (licensing)
• control over state (accreditation)





What Can Directors Do?

• In this era of faster, more aggressive change, 
incrementalism – ‘to do what we currently 
do, but better’ – is no longer enough. 

• Directors are looking to lead paradigm shifts,
focusing on disruption and new business 
models. 

• To do this, the board and the organisation 
need to be agile. 

• Agile means being able to experiment and 
change course quickly. 



People Are the 
Organization 

• Within an effective culture, employees buy into the vision and 
purpose of the organization and as a consequence, make decisions 
more aligned with that vision and purpose. 

• In a strong culture, founded on an inclusive mindset, diversity of 
thought leads to better outcomes. 



Culture Fingerprint

• Five or six dominant 
cultural traits reflect what 
people value, how they act 
and how this may be 
helping or hindering 
performance

• surveys, interviews and 
focus groups





Carpe Diem
• Ask yourself whether your board really understands the RHA’s culture and how the culture needs 

to evolve to position the RHA for even greater success.




